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Remote Diagnosis is a completely online video conferencing tool, based on
smart glasses and mobile phones, that allows full communication between field users 
and anyone else in the world, improving the efficiency of healthcare, diagnosis and 
treatment of patients and other health related cases with remote assistance.  

Remote Diagnosis enhances remote support in healthcare environments in order to improve 
patient care, prevent misdiagnoses, avoid the need for travel, and solve access restrictions.

The following smart glasses work with Remote Diagnosis:
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Problems that Remote 
Diagnosis helps to solve:

Long wait times for conferencing 

Wrong diagnosis of patient symptoms         

Travel costs of healthcare professionals  

Difficulty accessing leading professional opinions
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Authorized distributors
Italy

Currently 
negotiating:
USA
Germany
Japan
Netherlands

25
M€/year
worldwide 

Why do our customers acquire 
Remote Diagnosis?

Efficiency: faster service at a lower cost 

Differentiation strategy

Ease of connectivity

Increased access to professionals without travel 

Remote service as a new patient care source

The leading platform
for remote healthcare

Welcome To The Digital Age Of 
Healthcare



Remote Diagnosis Specifications
Android and iOS devices compatible (both field technician and remote expert sides). 
Smart Glasses compatible: Realwear, Epson, Vuzix, Mad Gaze, Iristick, Optinvent, 

ODG. HIPAA certified.

SOC2 compliant

Can be integrated in backends (ERP, BPM, DMS, SCADA, MES)

WebRTC-based technology.

Protection against external attacks (DDoS)

Encrypted data.

TLS, SRTP, and AES 256-bit encryption.

2 way SSL certification.

Firewall traversal.
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Remote Diagnosis Features
Live video conference with the user's field of vision (hands-free use via smart glasses)    
Record and Store Videos
Unlimited calling and unlimited minutes
Unlimited storage for recordings of video calls and files
Online/Hotline Personal Support in less than 24 hours
Adjustment of Image Quality to reduce data consumption
Red Dot pointer
Take a Screenshot of the video call, type notes and send it back to the field technician  
Send Documents in image file formats
Screen Sharing: users can see remote expert’s screen
Webcam: users can see remote expert’s webcam video
Text messaging
Webinar in YouTube Live video streaming from the smart glasses
Multi-Language Translator for text messages. 53 Languages
Multi-Call: several experts calling a device at the same time
HD Photo from the device’s camera
Invite Temporary Remote Experts from Third-Party Companies sending an email or 
invitation code from the smart glasses
Zoom in/out on the video call

Privacy Management
Video and audio transmission are secure; as we use WebRTC protocol, SRTP with 128 bit 
encryption is required. We use DTLS-SRTP for keys management. Our video streaming 
service is Safe Harbor Certified and uses HMAC-SHA1 protocol for data integrity verification.
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